
Our handbags have removable
shoulder straps and connector parts so
you can easily convert the styles and 

“wear it as you like it”

1. Top and bottom corner tabs for attaching shoulder straps
     
2. Side buttons are for attaching top and/or bottom corner tabs

3. Hidden pleat bars on front and backside for attaching
    shoulder straps

comes with removable shoulder straps 

Kimberly Lynn Accessories
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10 in 1 Handbag
instruction manual

You  can add an optional broach ornament by entering
our handbag design studio

“Design it as you like it”

See our how-to video: 
http://www.designahandbag.com/10in1handbag

http://www.designahandbag.com/handbags

KLA pierced
heart charm
comes with
every bag



shoulder straps attach to
top corner tabs and clip 

onto each other for a long,
adjustable shoulder length

      

Brief Messenger Brief Casual Brief Tote Satchel Shoulder Bag

Hobo Cross body Hobo Bucket Hobo Tote Large Backpack Small Backpack

both shoulder straps
connect to top corrner

tabs left to right

 
shoulder straps connect 

to center pleat bars
top and bottom

corner tabs are tucked 
inside out of sight

 
bottom corners fold up

onto side buttons,
top corners fold down onto

side buttons and
shoulder straps connect 
to the center pleat bars

top corners fold down 
onto side buttons
shoulder straps

connect to center
pleat bars 

bottom corners fold up
onto side buttons

and shoulder straps clip onto 
each other for a long,

adjustable length
 

bottom corners 
fold up onto side

buttons and 
both shoulder straps 

attach to left and right tabs

bottom corners 
fold up onto side buttons

and shoulder straps 
attach to center

pleat bars

shoulder straps attach 
from top to 

bottom corner tabs

top corners fold down onto 
side buttons and

shoulder straps attach to 
backside center pleat bars

and bottom corner tabs

Top Corner Tabs Attachment

Center Pleat Bar Attachment

Bottom Corner Tabs 
Attachment

Side Buttons

See our demonstration video at:
http://www.designahandbag.com/10in1handbag

Our brief bag shape is our thinnest profile and can be worn with 3 
different shoulder strap connections to suit your preference 

Our Hobo bag shape has a flat bottom and stands upright. It can be 
worn with 3 different shoulder strap connections to suit your preference

our smallest bag profile elegant evening bag

  Easily fits a small
laptop

smaller shoulder width
profile.

The 10 in 1 Handbag Easily Converts Into These 10 Different Styles


